
Picture First 
 

The picture-first approach works on the principle that a child will naturally learn 

to draw before they learn to write. Drawing will develop motor control and 

dexterity that will be built on when learning to write.   

 

Only felt tips or board markers are are used. This will ensure that no matter 

how hesitant a child is to draw, the smallest mark can be seen and celebrated.  

 

There is also a focus of drawing happening everywhere on any surface, on large and varied paper, 

especially in the early stages. When a child can draw a representative image and assign meaning to 

it, they can move on to writing practice, initially labelling their drawing and building to sentences 

about the drawing. They initially follow modelled writing and then build onto independent writing. 

Having writing attached to a picture, will allow children who may not be able to read or recall 

previous written work, to assign a meaning to the text using their drawing as a cue.  

 

At no point do staff draw on or annotate on the children’s work or under their writing, as this does 

not empower the children to feel confident that what they write is correct and meaningful. 

Annotation is carried out separately. For a child to become a writer, their writing must come 

naturally and with confidence before supportive critical input is given. This approach includes 

exploring phonemes within words and whole-word labels.  

  

A simple overview of a picture-first approach: 

 Child chooses a s%mulus to draw. Something highly mo%va%onal at first.  

 Child observes an adult recrea%ng the picture on a large piece of paper with a felt pen, 

sta%ng which shapes they are using to draw the image.  

 Child recreates the picture themselves on their own piece of paper with a felt pen, assigning 

meaning to their picture.  

 

When representational drawing is being achieved ….. 

 child observes adult wri%ng label in felt and discussing le)er forma%on appropriate to their 

developmental level e.g. discussing phonemes and consequent graphemes  

 child writes their own label in felt 

  

This process can be adapted to suit the needs of a range of pupils. The drawing can be as simple as 

mark-making vertical lines or as complex as  multi-line drawings with sentences to describe them. 

For children with physical disabilities which prevent them from grasping a tool and using it to mark-

make, alternative media can be used, such as an I-Pad or touchscreen computer.  

  

To cue-in the child to a writing session, a song can be listened to about hands and fingers. This 

means that the child will have warmed up their hands and fingers and developed an awareness that 

these are the body parts used to draw and write.  

  

For the main part of the session, pupils are ability-grouped and work on specific targets with a 

drawing and writing focus; 

  

Simplified Developmental Drawing Progression; 

Horizontal lines 

Vertical lines 

Drawing circles (clockwise and anti-clockwise) 

Combination of all line shapes with increased detail e.g. features, colours 



  

Simplified Developmental Writing Progression; 

Labelling with symbols to assign meaning 

Single word labelling 

Two-word labelling 

Simple sentences 

Free writing of simple sentences 

Labelling refers to an attempt to ‘write’ that the child can assign meaning to rather than an accurate 

reproduction of what the adult has written 

  

Depending on the developmental level of the child, drawing can be done using fabric scarves, wet 

media, dry media, tools including pens, pencils, crayons, chalks. 

  

Depending on the developmental level of the child, assistance can be given as needed in the form of 

verbal prompts, physical prompts, whether the child works in a small group or 1:1 etc. 

  

Below are some examples of how to structure a picture-first session with different drawing and 

writing focuses. Because a child needs to experience something six times before it becomes a 

concrete experience, children working on consolidating the ability to create controlled horizontal, 

vertical lines and circles should repeat each step six times independently.  

  

SLD: 

 Explore object to feel movement (adult or child to comment on shape) 

 Watch adult make movement with fabric 

 Emulate making movement with fabric 

 Watch adult make movement in wet media (eg shower gel on circular mirror)  

 Emulate adult making movement in wet media 

 Child-directed %me with wet media 

 Observe adult making movement on paper using felt-%p on paper 

 Child to emulate mark-making on paper 

 

Be aware of the posture of the child – it is developmentally easier for children to look straight ahead 

rather than down so use a wedge/easel etc 

  

MLD: 

 Look at a picture/object  

 Assign meaning to it – what is it? 

 Discuss shape, features, detail, colour appropriate to the developmental level of the child 

 Observe adult drawing picture using child’s descrip%on 

 Child to use a range of coloured felt-%ps to create their picture (may have discussion about 

colours required for their picture before beginning) 

 Assign meaning to their picture 

 Adult asks ‘What do we need to write?’ 

 Child decides what label(s) to write (if they understand the concept of labelling. If not, offer 

a choice of symbols or provide alterna%ve opportuni%es to explore labelling e.g. labels on 

Learning Journals accompanied by their photo) 

 Adult models wri%ng label (if developmentally ready, children can listen to phonemes in the 

label and explore graphemes) 

 Child writes their own label and assigns the same meaning to what they have wri)en as to 

what they have drawn in their picture 

  



Where the picture-first approach has the most impact, it is tailored specifically to meet the needs of 

the child at their developmental level. This may incorporate a mixture of MLD/SLD approaches. 

  

Key points: 

 Always encourage pupils to write in felt-%p so it is bold and permanent 

 All wri%ng needs to be done in black pen so it can be easily dis%nguished from the drawing 

 Ini%ally pictures and wri%ng should be done on large pieces of paper (at least A3 size) 

 Be aware of the colour of paper – white backgrounds can be visually distrac%ng for some 

pupils 

 Demonstrate how much you value the child’s work by never wri%ng on their work – write on 

the back of their paper or use post-it notes 

 

Transference of skills: 

In order to transfer their skills to a range of contexts, the child needs to experience a range of 

writing activities, with differing levels of structure, on a weekly basis. 

  

These could include; 

 Messy mark-making opportuni%es using a range of wet and dry media, on different surfaces, 

using different tools 

 Drawing opportuni%es, using topic-related or themed objects, as a s%mulus for wri%ng 

 IWB/computer programmes to reinforce the development of phonemes and graphemes 

  


